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"Calamus" poems, focusing on Whitman's "'amative' and 'adhesive' poems . . . and , examines "Whitman's use of electricity throughout his poetic oeuvre and his comments on telegraphy in his journalism and poetry" and argues that "the technological development of electricity provides a key source for Whitman's attempts at figuring the potentials and limitations of poetry"; proposes that his "descriptions of the body and poetry as electric" reveal "that Whitman's conception of poetry-and of society, language, and the body-as electric opens his work to a more fluid conception of identity, creating a poetry that confronts and transcends dominant nineteenth-century ideas about race and gender"; offers an extended reading of "I Sing it is we should be editing," "how we should go about it," and how we should "position it within the disciplines"; examines the implications of "prioritizing geography in the organization and analysis" of Whitman's work to allow for "place-based interpretations of his writing . . . that have not been possible before" by developing "dynamic maps based on historic sources"; describes the Civil War Washington project as one that "draws on the methods of many fields-history, literary studies, geography, urban studies, computer-aided mapping-as it creates experimental digital scholarship"; proposes that "the visualization of complex change"-whether that change is the alteration and revision of a poet's work over many years or the "incredible change" of Washington, D.C., during the Civil War years-is "exactly what a digital platform can provide"; investigates the "formidable difficulties facing digital editing and editors."] Reveles, Nicolas. Sextet. San Diego Diversionary Theatre, 2010. ["A queer opera in six scenes," examining gay desire; one section, "Walt's Boy," is based on Whitman's Drum-Taps poems and imagines Whitman awakening with his lover, bathing him, dressing his wounds, and sending him off to battle; music and libretto by Reveles; directed by Cynthia Stokes; world premiere on October 1, 2010, at the Diversionary Theatre.]
